marc aronson how did that period shift in time and space to America? By the 1960s, the children of the World War ii generation, that baby boom born in the hope of new life and new opportunity after so much economic pain in the Depression, and human suffering in the holocaust and the War, had reached adolescence. They had grown up in a strange combination of security and insecurity. Their parents had done well, buying series of cars and homes in the suburbs and providing their children with TVs, radios, cowboy costumes and Barbie dolls. But the shadow of the cold war and the atom bomb still lingered. The kids were confident enough to rebel without fearing the consequences and anxious enough to mistrust the world that had nurtured them.
They were the perfect product of America the stage set. They were old enough to see behind the props and billboards and to mistrust the patriotic slogans they heard at school and on TV. And yet they had no more solid alternative to present than to pull down the set and to erect another: the hippie playland of Woodstock nation. This generation was caught between a protected childhood defined by children's books and a wilder world seen in subversive comic; between the mickey mouse club on TV and images of first the civil rights struggle and then Vietnam on the same sets. They did not recognize themselves in any of the books then available for teenagers-tame novels of dating at seventeen, or becoming a nurse, or about boys long ago and far away.
Librarians who had these teenagers in their schools faced a problem: more and more potential readers and nothing for them to read. Luckily for the librarians, America at the time was both rich and confident; it believed, for good or ill, that enough money, will and planning could solve the world's problems. it could defeat the communists in Vietnam, end poverty and racism in America-or build as many young adult sections as any librarian could want. president Lyndon Johnson provided the money, and the librarians created a place for a literature that did not even exist yet.
At first, those young adult sections featured a mix of the adult titles teenagers might like: the trippy weirdness of a carlos castaneda, the black rage of an eldridge cleaver, the angst and sense of Jungian mystery of a herman hesse, the fearless honesty of a J. D. Salinger. Side by side with these titles were books that could be seen as for real children or total adults, such as J. r. r. Tolkien's ring trilogy, as well as some science fiction by masters such as robert heinlein, isaac Asimov and ray Bradbury. Whatever age group books such as these were originally for, they would
